
Start by cutting 6 strips, 15x4 in size.
With the white side up, fold each into quarters,
with lengthways folds.

To make a flag of different dimensions or
with a different number of stripes

To make a 6-stripe flag from 15x15 paper
PAPER SIZE

Pride flag: 6 units - 15cm x 4cm

Any other size paper, or a flag with
more or less stripes, see formula
on final page to work out unit
dimensions

Flags!
Flat rectangular modules

Emily Monaghan - smashfold.wordpress.com

Use the formula on the final page to determine unit size.

Using a ruler, measure a gutter 1x wide from the lower edge,
and 2x wide from the topmost edge.

The following instructions can be followed with a flat
rectangle or square of any proportions.

A. Start with your second lowest flag colour down (in the Pride flag, this is blue). White side up.

1. Pre-crease corners at 45 degrees. 2. Fold and unfold vertical lines, where the
horizontal meets the creases made in
previous step

3. Collapse top of model 4. Module 1 complete.



B. Grab the lowest colour down (in the Pride flag, this is purple.) White side up.

5. Repeat step 1 to get the above creases 6. Fold in, but do not un-fold

7. Fold top layer only to the outside edge 8. Time for joining. Turn it over.

10. Now fold the second module up along existing
crease and on the edge of the first module

9.Slot the second module into the
first as far as it can go.

11. Time to lock. Valley fold the top layer only 12. Fold the triangle tips under the flap
and press firmly.

C. Joining the modules



13. Fold in the side flaps. 14. Fold top layer to meet edge.

15. Repeat steps 1-4 (section A)
with your next colour up.

(Pride flag = green)
16. Repeat steps 8-14 to

add each new module.

D. Finishing up

Once all the modules are in place, tuck the top and bottom stripes into the back of the model.

19. Fold up, tucking the edge of the
vertical flap behind the triangular
flap in the previous colour.

Top of the flag

17. Fold in the corners 18. Tuck the flap under the
next layer

Bottom of the flag

20. For additional strength, fold the edges of the flag behind.
This also makes the flag look squarer if your folding was
messy.

{{there will be a photo here
as soon as my camera is
fixed, but it basically
looks just like a flag with
stripes]}



The Maths 

This ratio gives you the dimensions of the module used to make any size and sort of striped flag. You 

can determine how many stripes you want, and also what size flag you want – or what size you can 

have, given the size of your paper (I am bad at maths and welcome corrections) 

H = height of flag 
(2H = length of flag) 
n = number of stripes 
x = random folding space. 
Pick a number. 
 

All the folding takes place in the “x” paper. X can be any number – for a small piece of paper, maybe 
1-2cm recommended.  
 

 

 

How to use the ratio 

To get a specific size of flag 

Length = 12cm  
Number of stripes = 3  
Random folding space = 1cm  
Flag ratio = 1:2 
 

   Pansexual pride flag 

To use a specific sheet size 

A sheet of Muji is 15cm x 15cm. Therefore, 15cm will be the module length. (We pick 1cm as the 

random folding space.) Use the half of the formula referring to length: 15= 2H + 2x 

This tells us on the finished flag will be 13cm x 6.5cm. Now you can complete the whole formula to 
determine the size of paper required: 
 

 
           Transgender pride flag 
 

 

To make a flag with the ratio 1:2 

Width : length 

H  + 3x  :  2H + 2x 
                             n 
 

2y  + 3x  :  3y + 2x 
   n 

a flag with a 2:3 ratio 

 
 
 

Width : length 

6  + (3 x 1) :  12 + (2 x 1) 
          3 
For this model, make 3 units sized 5cm x 14cm 
 

Width : length 

6.5  + (3 x 1) :  13 + (2 x 1) 
          5 
For this model, make 5 units sized 5.3cm x 15cm 
 

H + 3x  :  2H + 2x 
                     n 

a flag with vertical stripes 

 
 
 



Once you have your module, grab a ruler. 

Measure a frame 1x wide on each side, and 2x wide on 

the top (for example, 1cm wide on 3 sides, and 2cm 

wide at the top) 

You are now ready to fold.  

 

Easy Flag Reference for Muji paper 

Using 15cm x 15cm paper, and a 1cm gutter, module dimensions are as follows: 

Seven stripes Six stripes Five stripes 

   
3.92 x 15 

(add Bernie Peyton’s Bear Paw 
to make the Bear Pride Flag) 

4.08 x 15 
(good ole Pride flag) 

4.3 x 15 
(Transgender flag) 

Four stripes Three stripes Nine stripes 

   
 

4.6 x 15 
 

(Asexuality flag) 

5.1 x 15 
 

(Genderqueer flag) 

Not advised at this scale 
(Leather flag – would be cute in 

a bigger scale, with the heart 
added in paper!) 

 

About Flags! 

I have long, long dreamed of creating a piece of modular origami. I love modulars, and admire their 

cleverness above everything. One day, I would like to write a pamphlet documenting just the locking 

devices used in a variety of modulars, and study them properly. I was thinking of the British Origami 

Society “themes not done yet” list in the magazine, and wondered if anyone had designed a Pride 

flag. I’ve since discovered Gilad Aharoni has done scores of world flags, and I do not know how 

similar his lock is to mine. The lock on these flags isn’t the cleverest thing, but it works and I am 

proud of it, and even prouder of my maths.  

The lock works with any two squares or rectangles, and I’m keen to see other ideas 

(Tom Baker’s Doctor Who scarf, for example, or the Bi pride flag which has different 

widths of stripe on the same flag) 

Emily Monaghan (smashfold.wordpress.com) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Bi_flag.svg

